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Cueva de Soyamiches No. 4
Unión de Guadalupe
Length: 25 meters    Depth: 8 meters
UTM coordinates: 488403E 2387245N

Cueva de Soyamiches is located 1500 meters
southwest of Unión de Guadalupe, on the
northwest side of a major sink at 1140
meters elevation. The entrance is 2 meters
from a trail, and is 4 meters wide and 3
meters tall. A tall, narrow passage slopes
down over breakdown for 25 meters, and
continues. It was explored on 24 December
1996 by Anwar Mirza, Gerald Moni, Drew
Packman, and Dave Warren.

Sótano de Dar Gracias No. 5
Unión de Guadalupe
Length: 50 meters    Depth: 44 meters
UTM coordinates: 489249E 2386806N

This pit is located 2200 meters northwest of
Sopope, at 1200 meters elevation. It lies in
a jungly area on the north side of a hill, 10
meters below the summit. The pit entrance
measures 2.5 by 6 meters, and it drops 44
meters. Two six-meter-wide ledges break up
this drop, one at 9 meters down, the other
at 29 meters. The last part of the drop is
down a white flowstone wall. The bottom
measures 5 by 6 meters, with no leads.
Gerald Moni, Jim Smith, and Jack Thomison
explored and mapped this pit on 23 Novem-
ber 1995.

Cueva de Arena No. 6
Sopope
Length: 45 meters    Depth: 32 meters
UTM coordinates: 489613E 2387336N

This cave is located 500 meters southeast
of Cerro el Mirador, at 1190 meters eleva-
tion. It is 2000 meters northwest of Sopope.
There are two entrances to this cave. The
main, walk-in entrance is 3 meters wide and
2.5 meters high. The second entrance is a
skylight 2 meters above the main entrance.
The entrance chamber contains pots used
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